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In order to obtain a better understanding of the role of conformational disorder in the photophysics
of conjugated polymers the ultrafast transient absorption anisotropy of partially deconjugated
MEH-PPV has been measured. These data have been compared to the corresponding kinetics of
Monte Carlo–simulated polymer chains, and estimates of the energy hopping time and energy
migration distances for the polymers have been obtained. We find that the energy migration in the
investigated MEH-PPV is approximately 3 times faster than in previously studied polythiophenes.
We attribute this to a more disordered chain conformation in MEH-PPV. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1562190#

INTRODUCTION

Organic conjugated polymers are a unique class of ma-
terials that combine the electronic properties of inorganic
semiconductors with the flexible processing properties of
plastics. They offer great potential for technological applica-
tions such as the next generation of flexible flat screen dis-
plays and tuneable laser sources.1–6 In order for the techno-
logical applications to develop to their full potential it is
essential to have a thorough understanding of the photophys-
ics of these materials and the factors which affect it. The
photophysics of the excited state is determined by the elec-
tronic structure of the polymer which is intimately linked to
the conformation of the polymer. As conjugated polymers
have tremendous scope for structural disorder, it is important
to understand the conformation of a polymer in order to un-
derstand both the optical and electronic properties.

Several models have been proposed to describe the con-
formation of conjugated polymers. They broadly fall into
two categories:~a! ‘‘wormlike’’ chains7,8 and ~b! segmented
chains.9–13 In the wormlike chain models the polymer is pic-

tured as having a small rotation between each repeat unit,
leading to a smooth curving conformation. In the segmented
chain models the chains are pictured as being made up of
conjugated segments at large angles to each other. Here the
flips in the chain represent the breaks in conjugation. In the
wormlike chain the breaks in conjugation are less obvious:
there is a slow loss of conjugation as one moves along the
chain. Recent studies have suggested that MEH-PPV forms
wormlike chains.14,15 However, it has been proposed16 that
the presence of defects in the polymerization can have a
dramatic effect on the chain conformation.

In this work we investigate how the extent of conjuga-
tion affects the conformation of the chain and electronic en-
ergy transfer within it. To achieve this we have used samples
of partially deconjugated MEH-PPV where 34% of the vi-
nylene linkages have been replaced by single bonds shown in
Fig. 1. The connections between the electron delocalization
and conformational disorder of our samples have been ex-
plored by probing the anisotropy of the ultrafast transient
absorption. The observed decay in the anisotropy has been
compared to the anisotropy calculated for Monte Carlo*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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computer-generated polymer chains.17 The anisotropy of an
excitation created by the absorption of linearly polarized
light decays as the excitation is transferred from one segment
to the next with differently oriented optical transition dipole
moments. The transient anisotropy can thus be used to probe
conformational disorder in the system. The simulations of
the temporal behavior of the anisotropy will reveal the time
scale of the transfer mechanism of the excitation and the
energy migration distance along the polymer chain before
trapping occurs. All our experiments are performed in dilute
solution, and under these conditions only intrachain excita-
tion transfer occurs and consequently interchain dynamics
can be neglected. A polymer chain is generated by a partially
correlated random walk with a hard sphere repulsion. The
randomness—i.e., the angle between one segment and the
next—is constrained by a Gaussian distribution. The width
of this Gaussian is denoted as the disorder parameter and
determines the disorder of the polymer. A large disorder pa-
rameter will give a wide distribution of angles between seg-
ments, which will result in a chain that contains more abrupt
changes of direction. From a comparison between the calcu-
lated anisotropy of the simulated polymer chains and the
experimental anisotropy we can fit~i! the disorder parameter,
~ii ! the time the excitation takes to transfer between segments
~average pairwise hopping time!, and ~iii ! the distance that
the excitation travels along the chain before it is trapped~the
migration length!.

EXPERIMENT

In the partially conjugated MEH-PPV there were single
bonds in place of 34% of the vinylene linkages. The synthe-
sis of the partially conjugated MEH-PPV is described in de-
tail elsewhere.18 All experiments were carried out in chlo-
robenzene solution, and care was taken to degass all samples
immediately prior to performing the experiments~see Fig.
2!. Measurements were repeated several times to ensure that
they were consistent and that the samples had not degraded.
As a further check against sample degradation, steady-state
photoluminescence~PL! and absorption were compared be-
fore and after the experiment. The samples typically had a
peak optical density of 0.1. Transient absorption kinetics
were measured using a spectrometer based on an amplified
Ti:sapphire laser system with a 5-kHz pulse repetition rate.
Light pulses of;80 fs full width at half maximum~FWHM!

from an optical parametric amplifier were used for excita-
tion, and a white light continuum generated in a 5-mm-thick
sapphire plate was used for the probe. The apparatus re-
sponse function was approximately 120 fs. Signal and refer-
ence beams were spectrally filtered by a monochromator
placed after the sample and detected using photodiodes. The
anisotropy r (t) was constructed as r (t)5@DAi(t)
2DAm(t)#/2DAm(t), whereDAi(t) is the change in absorp-
tion with the pump and probe beams polarized parallel to
each other andDAm(t) is the change in absorption with the
pump and probe beam polarizations at the magic angle
~54.7°! to each other.

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

The calculations consist of two stages: first the polymer
conformations are generated, and then the anisotropy decays
of these conformations are calculated. The polymer chains
are constructed from MEH-PV monomers~Fig. 1! using a
Monte Carlo method. In the calculations the excitation is
assumed to be delocalized over several monomers which
form a spectroscopic unit. Each monomer interacts with ev-
ery other monomer of the polymer chain. The length of a
spectroscopic unit is determined by the probability of having
a break in conjugation; in our samples where 34% of the
vinylene linkages have been replaced with single bonds, the
spectroscopic units will on average be three monomers long.
From size exclusion chromatography the chain lengths have
been estimated to about 2000 monomers. However, since
conjugated polymers are more rigid than the polystyrene
standard used in GPC, the length of the chain is overesti-
mated by this method.19 We have therefore in the calcula-
tions set the polymer chains to 300 spectroscopic units, lead-
ing to an average chain length of 900 monomers. When
building the polymer chain, a vector assigned to each
MEH-PV monomer defines the direction of it. The direction
of the transition dipole moment is assumed to be the same,
so the transition dipole moment is along the polymer chain.
Assuming a harmonic bending potential,10,20 the direction
vector of the neighboring monomer is selected from one of
two Gaussian distributions:

FIG. 1. Structure of the MEH-PPV polymer, with approximately 34% de-
conjugation.

FIG. 2. Absorption and fluorescence spectra of the partially conjugated
MEH-PPV in chlorobenzene.
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The first distribution@P1(rWn11)# is used to select the next
direction vector 66% of the time and the second@P2(rWn11)#
for the remaining 34%. The width of the first distribution
(s1) determines the range of angles between monomers
which are conjugated, and this is fixed to a low value, result-
ing in fairly straight conjugated parts. The width of the sec-
ond distribution (s2) is the disorder parameter~which is a
fitting parameter!, and it is larger. It determines the range of
angles between monomers where there is a break in conju-
gation ~i.e., monomers which are linked by a single bond
rather than vinylene linkage!. The polymer chain is not al-
lowed to cross itself at any point on a chain, and the nearest
distance that any two points may approach is set to 8 Å. This
distance is given by the size of the side chains of the polymer
and, together with the length of the monomer, has been esti-
mated from the chemical structure.

The modeling of the energy transfer kinetics was per-
formed assuming a hopping mechanism which previously
has been used with success to model excitation transfer in
polymers.17,21–27 The Förster transfer rate is calculated by
summing the dipole–dipole interactions between each indi-
vidual pair of monomers on different spectroscopic units.
The orientation and position of the single monomer within a
spectroscopic unit is thus needed, even though the excitation
is assumed to be delocalized over a spectroscopic unit. The
values resulting from this ‘‘line dipole’’ approximation are
more realistic than the ones obtained from a raw point-dipole
approximation for the spectroscopic unit as a whole. Calcu-
lating the Coulomb interaction between the corresponding
transition densities28 results in still more exact values of the
Förster transfer rate, but needs much more effort.29

In the following we use the method outlined by Pullerits
and Freiberg,30 which uses a Pauli master equation to de-
scribe the energy migration. In order to use the Pauli master
equation the correlation time of the nuclear bath must be
much shorter than the time scale of the site-to-site electronic
jump process.31 Three-pulse stimulated photon echo peak
shift experiments have revealed;50 fs decay without
recurrences,15 indicating that the bath correlation times are
significantly shorter than the Fo¨rster hopping times used in
the current work. Would the above separation of the time
scales not be possible, one would have to apply master equa-
tion solutions with formally time-dependent transition
rates32,33 or the rates which are dynamically correlated by
excitation transfer and rotational Brownian motion.34 An-
other example of an interfering mechanism would be intra-
site structural relaxation.35 These possibilities are not consid-
ered here since we do not see any indication of such
processes in our experiments. However, in a recent similar
study of polythiophene film, we observe a very fast initial
depolarization that cannot be explained within the model of
Förster hopping.36

The Pauli master equation describes the energy
migration

dpj~ t !

dt
5(

i
S ~12d i j !ki j 2d ik(

k
kkiD pi~ t !, ~2!

wherepj (t) denotes the probability for the excitation being
at spectroscopic unitj, d i j is the Kronecker delta function,
andki j is the Förster rate for the excitation going from sitei
to site j @see Eq.~3! below#. The original Fo¨rster formula37

and the formulas38,39 subsequently derived from it contain a
number of parameters, including the Fo¨rster radius, natural
lifetime, and refractive index. A number of these parameters
may be empirically combined into the resonant hopping time
thp, the value of which can be estimated by comparison with
experiment. Following this empirical approach we can write

ki j 5bi j

3

2
x i j

2 u i j ~n i j !a
6

thpr i j
6 , ~3!

where

x i j 5cosa i j 23 cosb i j cosg i j . ~4!

Herea i j is the angle between the transition dipole moments
of segmentsi and j; b i j andg i j are the angles between each
dipole vector and the vector connecting them.r i j is the dis-
tance between unitsi andj, anda is the distance between the
centers of two coplanar monomers.u i j (n i j ) is the spectral
overlap between the donor luminescence and the acceptor
absorption with energy differencen i j 5n j2n i wheren i and
n j denote the energies of unitsi and j, respectively, andn i j

50 in the resonant case.u i j (n i j ) is approximated by a
Gaussian line shape. In order to satisfy the detailed balance
equation in Eq.~4!, we included a prefactor

bi j 5H 1 for n i j >0,

bi j 5exp~n i j /kT! for n i j ,0,
~5!

so that one obtains

ki j 5bi j

3

2

u

thp
u i j ~n i j !(

n
(
m

knm
2

r nm
6 . ~6!

n and m run over the monomers of the donor and acceptor
spectroscopic units, respectively,u is the length of a
MEH-PV monomer, and the hopping timethp is the Förster
time for adjacent spectroscopic units connected in a straight
line.

Since the experiments were carried out for excitation
intensities well below excitation annihilation threshold,
higher-order terms of the Pauli equation were omitted in our
simulations. The parameters used in the program are Stokes’
shift, homogeneous broadening, and inhomogeneous broad-
ening, all estimated from steady-state spectra and the magic
angle ~isotropic! transient absorption decay. The hopping
time (thp) and the disorder parameter are obtained from the
fitting procedure. The two parameters can be determined in-
dependently since the disorder parameter mainly affects the
final ~long-time! anisotropy and the hopping time determines
the overall time scale of magic angle~isotropic! and anisot-
ropy decays. The inhomogeneous broadening of the site en-
ergies was introduced via a Gaussian distribution of the tran-
sition energies of the spectroscopic units. The energy of a
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spectroscopic unit has also been correlated to its length using
the energies given for MEH-PPV-like oligomers in chloro-
form reported by Meieret al.40

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured transient anisotropyr (t)5(DAi

2DAm)/(2DAm) is shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Initially,
the anisotropy is 0.4, which is the theoretical value for a
two-level system. In the first 20 ps it decays to 0.15 and then
levels out at a somewhat lower value~;0.08! at long times.
To gain information about the conformational disorder of the
polymer chain simulations of the anisotropy decay as de-
scribed above were carried out and compared to the experi-
mental results. The simulated anisotropy@smooth curves,
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# was obtained by averaging over 100
different realizations of the polymer chain, all constructed
using the same disorder parameter. The different chain real-
izations were of somewhat varying lengths since the number
of spectroscopic units was fixed to 300 and the lengths of the
spectroscopic units were determined by the probability of a
break in conjugation. In order to account for inhomogeneous
broadening of site energies the anisotropy decay for each
chain realisation was averaged over 100 random sets of spec-
troscopic unit energies. These were taken from a Gaussian
distribution of a width of 200 cm21 centered onEn ~the
energy of a spectroscopic unit withn monomer units!. The

average of the decays was taken as the anisotropy decay of
this realization. The variation in the calculated anisotropy
among the 100 different polymer chain realizations is shown
by the dashed curves in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. The long-time
behavior of the decay@Fig. 3~b!# is governed by the overall
conformational disorder, whereas the short-time behavior
@Fig. 3~a!# involves the hopping time, homogeneous broad-
ening, and inhomogeneous broadening. The homogeneous
broadening of 2000 cm21 was estimated from the width of
the vibrational bands in the steady-state fluorescence spec-
trum ~Fig. 2!. The simulations of the anisotropy resulted in
an average pairwise hopping time of 0.3 ps between adjacent
spectroscopic units and an excitation travel distance of 763
spectroscopic units, showing that excitations visit only a
small fraction of the polymer chain. The magic angle~iso-
tropic! decay was also simulated, and it turned out that this
decay just reflected the time constant of the dissipation from
the system~Fig. 4!.

In Fig. 5 three anisotropy decay curves contributing to
the average in Fig. 3 are shown and the polymer chains giv-
ing rise to these calculated anisotropies are shown in Fig. 6.
All configurations are generated using the same disorder pa-
rameter. The simulated anisotropy decays for the three dif-
ferent realisations of the polymer are very similar, but a few
distinctions can still be made. Both the average pairwise

FIG. 3. Anisotropy decay of partially deconjugated MEH-PPV in chlo-
robenzene, on a short-~a! and a long-~b! time scale.

FIG. 4. Experimental and simulated magic angle decay.

FIG. 5. Anisotropy of three different realizations together with the experi-
mental anisotropy.
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hopping times and the mean excitation transfer distances
vary for the three different realizations. Polymera consists of
one spectroscopic unit of 11 monomers, 2 spectroscopic units
of 9 monomers, and the rest are very short. The mean exci-
tation transfer distance is 6 spectroscopic units, and the pair-
wise hopping time is 0.4 ps. The longest spectroscopic units
of polymer b are 6 monomers long, leading to a somewhat
shorter average pair wise hopping time of 0.3 ps and an
excitation transfer distance of 8 spectroscopic units. Polymer
c has the longest excitation transfer distance of the three, 13
spectroscopic units, the shortest average pairwise hopping
time, 0.2 ps, and the longest spectroscopic unit is 5 mono-
mers long. It can be concluded that the differences for the
anisotropy decays, hopping times, and mean excitation trans-
fer distances mainly arise as a consequence of the micro-
scopic variations of the different realizations.

The long-time level of the anisotropy decay monitors the
relative orientations of the segments where the excitation is
created and trapped. This relative orientation will depend on
the conformational disorder of the polymer and how far
along the chain the excitation travels before it is trapped. The

distance that the excitation travels will be determined by the
spectral inhomogeneity of the polymer, which is determined
by the breaks in conjugation. In a polymer with a small spec-
tral inhomogeneity an excitation will be able to travel farther
than in a polymer with large inhomogeneity. For polymers
with a similar level of disorder, but different spectral inho-
mogeneities, the long-time anisotropy value will be different.
This explains the differences in the long-time anisotropies of
polymersa, b, andc. The long segment of 11 monomers of
polymera is contributing to the higher level of the long-time
anisotropy as its low energy will act as a trap for the excita-
tion. The relatively long sections having a straight conforma-
tion in this realization contribute further to the high long-
time level of the anisotropy. Polymerc, on the other hand,
contains very few red segments, and the energy has the pos-
sibility to transfer very efficiently along the chain, as is re-
flected by the long mean travel distance.

In addition to simulations where the energy of a segment
is correlated to its length, simulations were also performed
using a random distribution independent of segment length.
In Fig. 7 the anisotropy decays from experiment and the two
simulations are shown. The anisotropy curves calculated
with the two different methods of assigning the energy of a
segment are very similar. Both methods result in a mean
travel distance of 7 spectroscopic units and a pairwise hop-
ping time of 0.3 ps for 34% deconjugated MEH-PPV. These
results show that the calculated energy transfer dynamics are
not very sensitive to the details of the site energy assignment.

A polymer with fewer conjugation breaks is expected to
be stiffer, have less conformational disorder, and should
therefore be characterized by higher anisotropy. A simulation
shown in Fig. 8 for an MEH-PPV polymer chain with 10%
deconjugation, but all other parameters the same as the poly-
mers in Fig. 6, verified this expectation. The calculated an-
isotropy decay of the chain with fewer conjugation breaks
levels out at higher long-time value of the anisotropy. The
decay of anisotropy from the initial value of 0.4 to the con-
stant level is also slower than in the 34% deconjugated chain
and has an average pairwise hopping time of approximately
1 ps. This is a result of the much longer average segment
length~10 monomers! of the 10% deconjugated chain, which
includes more red segments with slower hopping times~see

FIG. 6. Three different realizations of polymer chains giving rise to the
anisotropy curves in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Anisotropy decays from experiment and the two simulations: the
energy-length correlated~solid line! and random~dotted line!.
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also discription of the results in Fig. 5!. Preliminary mea-
surements of fully conjugated MEH-PPV in solution display-
ing high long-time anisotropies (r .0.2, not shown! support
this conclusion.

A recent study on a polythiophene with bulky side
chains17 suggests that the polythiophene has a flexible chain
with conjugation lengths of 6 to 8 monomers41 ~correspond-
ing to 24–32 Å! and a slower~;1 ps! hopping time than the
deconjugated MEH-PPV studied here. We assign this differ-
ence to the fact that the partially deconjugated MEH-PPV
has many short spectroscopic units~2–3 monomers corre-
sponding to 28–42 Å! as well as a large conformational
disorder, on which the hopping will be very efficient due to
short distances and good spectral overlap. The disorder we
found for polythiophene is much smaller, resulting in a
wormilke conformational structure, leading to a more linear
arrangement of the spectroscopic units which results in a
longer excitation transfer distance for a single hop. To break
the conjugation in polythiophene one has to introduce an
extra single bond between the thiophene monomers or de-
form the ring ~see Fig. 9!, while according to quantum
chemical calculations29 rotating a thiophene monomer
around the single-linkage bond will only result in a weaken-
ing of the conjugation. The difference may have a conse-
quence for how well the hopping model describes the motion
of the excitation along the polymer chain for the two differ-
ent polymers. In the case of partially conjugated MEH-PPV
the hopping model is expected to describe the motion of the
excitation quite well since the spectroscopic units are sepa-
rate entities linked by single bonds. In polythiophene the

motion may very well be partly coherent, and the hopping
model is then an approximation.

SUMMARY

The degree of electron delocalization in conjugated
polymers is intimately linked to the conformation of the
polymer. We have investigated the effect of reducing the
electron delocalization in MEH-PPV by replacing 34% of the
vinylene linkage double bonds with single bonds on the con-
formation of, and the energy transfer within, the polymer
chain. The conformation and excitation transfer were probed
by measuring the transient anisotropy of our samples in di-
lute solution and comparing the results to the calculated an-
isotropy decay of Monte Carlo computer-generated polymer
chains. The excitation transfer along the polymer chains was
simulated using a Pauli master equation based on a Fo¨rster
incoherent hopping mechanism. Using our simulations, we
have calculated the possible conformations of the polymer
chains, the average pairwise hopping time between adjacent
spectroscopic units within the chain, and distance the excita-
tion travels before it is trapped.
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